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Highbury Square, London, N5

ABOUT US
Energicity is the UK’s leading installer of LED lighting and smart controls
to the communal areas of residential apartment blocks. We have an unrivalled

DATE PR OJ ECT CO MPLETED

track record of delivering first class lighting solutions to hundreds of

December 2016

developments across the UK. Our expertise will ensure your development gets

CLIENT

Highbury Square Management
Co. Ltd

it right first time.
This case study shows an example of our services being delivered, what costs
were saved, how we did it and what our clients said about the project. For

AREA

Complete replacement of all
emergency lighting within this
700-unit residential scheme.

more case studies, or to view our current services, please visit
www.energicity.co.uk or call 0845 565 0231 today and chat to us about your
building requirements.

THE BRIEF
Energicity was tasked in the specification, installation and commission of a
new LED emergency lighting solution for the internal communal areas of this
high-profile development.
Given the scale and complexity of Highbury Square, the implementation of
self-testing technology would be of significant benefit to the ongoing
management of the site, in addition to the energy savings that would be
achieved.

WHAT THE CLIENT SAID
“Energicity have completed a number of
major lighting projects for FirstPort
Bespoke; they have consistently
demonstrated first-class project
management skills, with great
communication and ability to work closely
with all of our onsite development
managers. Our development managers

THE CHALLENGES
•

Blending the new emergency lighting with existing non-emergency lighting in
style, colour temperature and performance

•

Assist the client by providing a clear and simple funding solution in the form
of a payment plan stretching across 3 years

•

Reduce ongoing costs by utilising self-testing technology

•

Ensure that the solution would allow the client to effectively manage and
maintain the lighting system for the long term

who have worked with Energicity speak
highly of their service delivery and

THE SOLUTION

aftercare and are always happy to
recommend their services to others.

Energicity worked hand in hand with the client and the onsite management
team to ensure that the solution delivered would meet all the compliance

Introducing Energicity to our clients has

requirements and blend in seamlessly with the existing non- emergency

only ever resulted in positive outcome,

lighting.

we encourage all our managers to be
proactive in their management style and

Extensive trials were carried out onsite to ensure that the recommended LED

Bill and his team have helped

emergency lighting met with our clients’ requirements. Energicity provided the

enormously in respect of accessing and

client with a 3-year funding option which enabled the project to proceed

implementing cost saving strategies.”

quickly and without affecting existing reserve funds.

SUE PETRI, MANAGING DIRECTOR –

THE OUTCOME

FIRST PORT BESPOKE

The six-week project was delivered by Energicity in November and
REFERENCE

December 2016. We are very proud to say that the pre-project planning
allowed us to ensure that there was no disruption to residents and each of

Client references for this
project are available. Please

the 33 residential apartment blocks that make up this scheme were
completed and certificated in line with the project plan.

contact Energicity and we will

We continue to work with the onsite management team to ensure that the

put you in touch with the

phased replacement of the non-emergency lighting is completed just as

Property Manager of Highbury

effectively as this project.

Square.
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